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About This Game

Gorescript is a classic first person shooter game, inspired by the great old classic FPS games that defined the genre. Fight your
way through 18 handcrafted levels of frantic action paced gameplay, from easy to hardcore levels of difficulty.

Features:

18 hand crafted levels (2.5D)

Levels can be finished with or without jumps (Jumps available only when you find the Anti-Grav Boots)

6 weapons (5 ranged, 1 melee)

5 difficulty levels, Permadeath and Blackout modes

Global leaderboard rankings according to your total performance

Secrets are not optional but necessary to upgrade your armory
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Do you have what it takes to beat the game? Give a shot to our free demo that you can find on our website. Gorescript was
created by a single person in a custom game engine built from scratch as an ode to the great old first person shooters with an

emphasis on frantic paced action gameplay.
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Title: Gorescript
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Sergiu Bucur
Publisher:
AmusedSloth
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7 SP1 or later

Processor: 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 5000 / Nvidia GT440 / ATI Radeon 4650 or later

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Sehr realistisch und das beste bis jetzt :). An interesting concept whose mechanics are larger than the playing space. There is
simply not enough room on the field for this game to be played for more than about eight minutes before throwing up your
hands in disgust. Simply doubling or trebling the size of the playing space would vastly improve this game. As it is, two thirds of
a wide screen display are absolutely wasted and only to make this game too frustrating to play.

TLDR - Space too small to be fun, DO NOT buy.. its a verry cool train. (no mater what great weston railway says). its cool. but i
think it should be cheaper! all you need is a southen\/fcc reskin!. The gameplay is essentially Bejeweled twist, but with a Square
Enix RPG encapsulating it all. Worth getting if you enjoy both company's works. I accidenally got this in a pack with something
else and was pleasantly surprised.. I wish to start this off by saying that I love the Dreadnought mode and that in its heyday I
played it constantly.

The key words here are 'in its heyday'.

Space Marine doesn't have dedicated servers, it has matchmaking. And while I would love to play Dreadnought, it's pretty much
impossible, simply because either the matchmaking itself for Dreadnought is broken or simply because not enough people are
around to play it. So the current experience of playing the Dreadnought DLC is sitting in a matchmaking lobby and waiting
literally forever for a match to materialize.

Buy only if you have an entire gaming clan willing to also buy it and also risk the matchmaking possibly being entirely,
permanently borked with no dev support.. you dont get the s-bahn. This is a very cool piece of "immersive theatre", where you
get to watch a VR movie play out, but you can fast forward and rewind time and move around the location and track the actors
as they play out their parts, while you try to determine who the murderer is (the gameplay is similar to Quanero VR).

It took me about 4 hours to complete all the scenes with all of the actors, and there is not much replayability unless you want to
find all of the collectibles. However, it's a nice non-gaming experience for VR. Walkerman is visual novel that, unlike the
majority of visual novels, isn't based off anime tropes, which isn't necessarily a good or bad thing, but one I find a bit refreshing
in a genre dominated by anime. Walkerman also sets it itself apart from other visual novels by the fact that it actually has
gameplay mechanics in the form of a board game aesthetic for battle sequences. While they have been short so far, the build-up
and various different options that players have available more than makes up for the fact.

The characters and world building are also nicely done, Jorgan is definitely one of the more fascinating protagonists I've seen,
he has the same world view that you would expect an uneducated peasant in the middle ages to have. He's superstitious, sexist,
and racist. Which is great! I don't want him to start out as an accepting and egalitarian warrior, instead I'm much more interested
in watching him build himself up to that as he becomes influenced by various different people and cultures and slowly becomes
more and more enlightened as the game progresses.

So yeah, I would definitely recommend Walkerman for those of you interested in visual novels, or just reading in general. By
the time of this review only the first act has been released, with the 2nd act's release date closing in soon, and I very much look
forward to experiencing the rest.
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My Parents Would Play This Game. Update: The AI has been updated, the game is a lot more intuitive now.

This game is an unforgiving RTS survival game with retro graphics.
You have to make sure all your basic ressources are allways available or the game is over.

Recommended

I want to endorse this game, I really do.

However until the AI of the survivors is updated and they stop starving with tons of chicken already slaughtered in the pen, I
cannot recommend. It's just way to frustrating not to be able to do anything....

I might just be stupid though.. not worth it at all, the community is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 they still have so
much to work out, you place a workbench to claim land (be able to build and what not) and if someone breaks any part of your
house to get in they can add themselves to the workbench and completely destroy your house and everything with ease because
they now have build permissions. When the server resets it'll delete your inventory, back to the community... its
complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 never met a group of bigger
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s and whiney \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 in my life, would strongly
recommend wasting your time playing a better game.. really fun, you should get it. I played the demo of the game a while back
and I have to say that I am very impressed with the game so far.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfCjOsR8fbQ. The creators truly created something magnificent in the \u201cThe Longest
Journey\u201d. They created a world that makes the games want to keep revisiting. The storytelling on this franchise is top
notch! The game is like playing through a beautifully crafted novel (along the lines of JRR Tolkien and C.S Lewis). I really
enjoyed this game and the original.. Amazing game and totally worth it if you like shooting gallery type games. This one is a lot
of fun for the whole family! Even with the most recent updates and new releases of shooters for the Vive, I still find myself
coming back ZTS because it's just a lot of fun, and trying to work your way up the leaderboards is exciting.
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